SAILMAN BATTEN SYSTEM
Sailman batten boxes are easy to attach
to a sail and connect to the mast slide
using a unique quick release system that
makes removing the sail from the mast an
easy, single handed operation. The box
rotates and lays flat on the boom when the
sail is lowered. A range of batten covers
accommodate most types of battens.
when used in conjunction with Sailman or
other 30mm wide battens, full tension
adjustment is also provided. In most cases
the batten tensioner sits on top of the
batten pocket where it is well reinforced.
Solid screw and backplate connection to
sail Interchangeable covers allow use
of round, flat and Sailman battens. Fibre
stabilised, high grade materials with low
friction PTFE impregnated slugs and body.
All slugs feature stainless steel inserts for
increased strength. Low friction dimpled
wear pads distribute compression loads
to the aft face of mast. Fully articulating,
stainless steel joints. Cast stainless steel
arm for quick release connection to the
batten box.
SAILMAN 4000
Sailman 4000 slides are well engineered efficient non moving part slides that are ultimately tough and reliable.
Ideal for spars where the Rutgerson slide is not compatible or extreme tough sailing especially in cold or salt
environments and reliability is paramount over friction we recommend Sailman 4000 for boats up to 43ft.
SAILMAN 3500
Sailman 3500 slides are recommend for composite spars where an external track is not desired, or for alloy
spars where the track gate stand proud of the mast or wing masts. Suitable for boats up to 35ft only.
SAILMAN 3000
Sailman 3000 slides are the most reliable budget small boat batten slides available on the market, they are
designed for boats up to a maximum of 35ft but can be used as intermediate slides to be compatible with any
of the other trackless systems.
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